r8	you can't be too carefui-
believc .there was a bottle of special nourishing stout* Just
think of that! Pounds worth it came to."
For a moment Mr Tewler considered the possibility. Then
he put it aside. " Mrs Whittaker might see it," he said,
" The guv'nor might laugh it off but she wouldn't. She'd
think it a liberty. . . ."
But as he made his way home to Camden Town that night,
he found himself repeating in a sort of song, " Mrs Richard
Tewler of a son. Mrs Richard Tewler of a son," He went over
the details of the conversation and decided he had had much
the better of old Matterlock. And of course it was quite right
that one mustn't make a 'abit of it.
Still, somewhen there might have to be some one to wear
out Edward Albert's clothes. Children grew so fast they
didn't half wear their clothes out. He'd heard that said.
It was almost as cheap to provide for two as for one—two
or at the outside three. Not more. " Mrs Richard Tewler of a
son." What would old Matterlock say to that ? One in the
eye for him. It made him feel quite excited and philo-
progenitive, and when he got home, Mrs Tewler thought he
had never been more affectionate. " Not yet for a bit, Dicky-
bird," she said.
She hadn't called him Dickybird for years. , . .
Later on that idea recurred to them, particularly after some
transitory infection had jumped up the temperature of
Master Edward Albert to 104-2 Fahrenheit, " To think of
that little cot empty ! ?»said Mrs Tewler, " What it would be."
But you cannot be too careful, and the matter had to be
considered from every point of view. After all there was no
hurry. No need to plunge, If not to-day, then next week or
next month. The " governor " had been very nice about
Edward Albert, but you never knew how things may be
misinterpreted.
" Of course," said Mr Richard Tewler, " it would sort of
look like rushing him for another silver mug. You have to
think of that."
So in the end Edward Albert Tewler remained an only
child. A little brother or sister was eliminated altogether

